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Praise, Prayer & Preaching sermon 

Are you rich in faith? 
By Rev Dr Keith Garner 
 
James 2:14-17 
 
As we continue our brief four-Sunday excursion into the Book of James, I turn to the 
second chapter.  We remind ourselves that in the opening chapter, and particularly in the 
passage immediately preceding Chapter 2 (ie 1:19-27), we are encouraged to put our 
beliefs into practice. 
 
The writer persuasively calls for an abandonment of favouritism.  Such discrimination 
violates what we know about God and his gracious dealings with us.  Clearly, so much of 
the New Testament community and the life of the early Christians grows out of Jewish 
roots. There was a danger of perpetuating long-held traditions, which were in 
contradiction of the Christian faith they now shared.  What began as a respectful attitude 
to leadership became an expression of status and power.  Elitism is no gospel principle 
and results in a negative response (v.6). 
 
So the second chapter builds upon the first, which concluded on the practical note of 
caring for widows and orphans (1:27) and the chapter falls into two sections:- 
Dealing with the topic of favouritism (1-13) 
The integrated approach to faith and works (14-26) 
 
Having heard, here in the Wesley Theatre, the first ten verses of James 2, I now want to 
read v.v. 14-17. 
  
“What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if people claim to have faith but have no deeds?  
Can such faith save them?  Suppose a brother and sister is without clothes and daily 
food.  If one of you says to them, ‘Go in peace and keep warm and well fed,’ but does 
nothing about their physical needs, what good is it?  In the same way, faith by itself, if it is 
not accompanied by action, is dead.” 
 
By way of background, James has told us that the royal law (v.8) is a far better way to live 
than the way of favouritism.   
 
Social discrimination often arises as a result of not grasping the main message that what 
we do for others (which is not just a consequence of faith) is part of the nature of faith. 
 
In God’s Politics, Jim Wallis tells the story of a group of Christian students reading 
theology; they engaged in an exercise which involved finding every verse in the Bible that 
deals with the poor and matters of social justice.  They came up with thousands – in fact 
in the first three gospels, one in ten and, in Luke alone, one in seven. 
 
One of the group found an old Bible and cut out every text about the poor.  Much of the 
psalms and prophets fell apart and the old Bible would hardly hold together.  They had 
created a book full of holes.  The group also observed that they could not recall a single 
sermon on the theme from their home churches. 
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Text: James 2:17 “… faith by itself, if it is unaccompanied by action, is dead.” 
  
The question I pose is “Are you rich in faith?”  Immediately before our text, we have 
examples of unhelpful advice offered to one without clothes or food.  To give advice to 
people in need, without doing anything about their situation, can be detrimental to the 
person’s wellbeing.   
 
When we push this matter further and see it in terms of the social ethics of Christianity, 
we have to stand back and say that we are not moralisers.  A profound and subtle strand 
runs thorough James – that Christian character and belief are bound together and to 
separate them is to lose a hold on the gospel. 
 
During the Protestant reformation in Europe, the church vigorously engaged in battles 
about doctrines and, at the same time, many countries exploited the world for sugar and 
spices, as well as reaching unfair trading partnerships with poorer countries.  In North 
America we see the power of the mega-church, and the cries of the poor can go unheard.  
In Australia, we often see the church as about popularity – yet, in many rural areas, the 
church (where maintained) is hanging on by a gossamer thin thread. 
 
James rebukes his readers from ever believing they can separate faith from deeds.  
There is a continuing hypothetical debate being pursued with a non-existent detractor.  
James is suggesting that a church that blesses the poor but, simultaneously, recoils from 
doing anything about it demonstrates a faith that is actually dead! 
 
Action is the spiritual fruit of living faith.  Our actions prove our faith to be real.  This is 
more than a call to compassionate action; it is about a response to need as part and 
parcel of our spirituality.  Throughout James we have a conversation about how moral 
character is developed – and particularly its implications for our discipleship and the 
building of a meaningful expression of Christian community.   
 
Using our text, let me offer three points: 
 

1. Faith must not be corrupted by spiritual myopia 
 
Short-sightedness is a spiritual issue, as well as an optical condition.  When Malvina 
Reynolds wrote the celebrated words of Little Boxes, to be sung by folk singer and 
political activist, Pete Seeger, she referred to huge impersonal housing estates being 
developed at that time (1962-63).  The song challenges people who want faith to be 
monochrome and separated from other aspects of life … “they all look just the same”. 
 
Faith is always spiritually alert and alive to need. 
 

We are given an ethical trajectory 
 
Christians have different takes on ethics.  Some prefer an approach which is akin to 
battlefield orders, taking hold of the authority and telling it as it is.  This is certainly not the 
way of Jesus and so, not surprisingly, James does not approach things in an authoritarian 
way. 
 
James addresses issues which are as up-to-date as the morning newspaper.  We have to 
live out our faith in the everyday situations of life – in the city, in the home, at church and 
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at work.  This picture of faith, accompanied by action, is the direction to which we are 
called in Christ. 

 
Such a way is the outworking of grace 
 
Faith and deeds are as important to each other as ‘body and spirit’ – an argument James 
uses in verse 26.  Without this, Christianity has little to say and is no more than a 
fascinating idea that has come of age.  Deeds are not added to faith, but are integral to it. 
 
Many students of Paul’s writings struggle with James, but to my own way of thinking they 
read well together. 
 
In this particular section of James, Abraham is held up as an example of faith and works.  
Abraham is the senior Old Testament patriarch.  James calls him “father” – a much richer 
concept than “ancestor”.  The New Testament repeatedly sees Abraham as a model of 
genuine faith. 

 God told him to leave home for an unknown destination (Genesis 12) 

 God called Abraham and Sarah to believe that they would become parents in older life 
(Genesis 15) 

 the important test of faith in the willingness to offer up Isaac (Genesis 22) 
 
I believe James is saying that words alone have no power to save (v.14).  In Paul’s 
writings, as in James, our faith springs into life. 
 

It will need to be applied in each and every setting 
 
We must work out what this means in life.  The demonstration of the authenticity of our 
faith is found, as here, in two aspects brought together – “the undeserved love of God” 
and the “practical outworking of faith”. 
 
Real faith always works itself out in the specific circumstances of life, which becomes the 
context and the consequence of our allegiance to Jesus Christ.  James does not, in any 
way, degrade faith.  On the contrary, he sees it as integral to his understanding of works, 
as well as the reverse. 
 

2. Behaviour is reinforced by spiritual values  
 
We remind ourselves that “faith alone” is the basis of salvation, but faith is never by itself; 
it is always attended by an appropriate lifestyle.  James understands faith is always 
“potent”.  It always bursts forth with new life and produces good works.  This is its vibrant 
life-giving quality. 
 

Christian character grows under pressure 
 
James uses a towering character in the religion of Israel and a contrasting person in 
Rahab, a woman of ill repute.  They are very different, for one is a Jew and one is a 
Gentile; one is considered moral and the other is considered immoral.  Rahab, however, 
features in the great catalogue of men and women of faith in Hebrews 11.  Both exercise 
faith and both have to step out to do so and faith becomes a risky business.  Rahab’s 
story is recounted in Joshua 2 and is a mere snapshot compared to Abraham’s, but she 
helped to save the lives of two Jewish spies. 
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This is a word of positive encouragement 
 
We are encouraged to live out faith, and our expression of works as a critical partner to 
faith.  James is calling out Christians to live to a higher standard, the standard of “agape” 
or divine love.  This exceeds all other forms of love and becomes a distinctive call to live 
out the life of faith. 
 
Archie Smith argued, “Such love constitutes a radical call to Christian communities and 
disciples.  Such divine love constitutes a call to unconditional justice wherever the 
economic gap between poverty and wealth is great.” 
 
This is but one example of how we are encouraged to put faith into practice. 
 

It would be of great relevance in the life of the early church 
 
This text calls for faith to be “accompanied” by the qualities that speak not only of 
acceptance, but of inclusion.  One can begin to imagine what this would mean for a 
church seeking to live out its faith far from home; a faith which must express concern for 
others: 

 irrespective of social rank and status 

 irrespective of religious attitudes and distinctions 

 irrespective of gender, racial and cultural identity 
 
There is a new value base for living our lives, once we have embraced the way of Christ. 
 

3. There is a pattern of wholeness about faith 
 
In this New Testament context, faith has to be lived in difficult circumstances.  The Jews 
of the diaspora would cling to their religious traditions, but the church in its earliest days 
would need to maintain the authenticity of their lifestyle.  A faith accompanied by 
compassionate behaviour would speak with clarity in each and every context. 
 
Although it is true that James has in mind Christians who were living in scattered 
communities, it is just as possible that he had all Christians in his mind’s eye as he 
offered a way of faith which has a genuine wholeness about it. 
 
At Wesley Mission, we believe in this wholeness of faith – in a setting where Christians 
are being tempted to separate Word and deed or faith and works.  It could be that this 
remains the most compelling form of Christian discipleship and a gift to the whole church. 
 

Wholeness reflects the ministry of Jesus 
 
The Book of James resonates with the sheer power of the Sermon on the Mount.  Jesus 
Christ did not give out a series of orders and say ‘Follow them’ – rather he offered a way 
which he then demonstrated throughout the whole of his ministry. 

 love your enemies (Matthew 5:43-48) 

 give to those in need (Matthew 6:1-4) 

 be careful not to judge others (Matthew 7:1-6) 
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These qualities are ever present in the ministry of Jesus and demonstrated supremely as 
he goes the way of suffering on the cross.   
 

Wholeness represents consistency in all things 
 
Christian faith should have wholesomeness about it and, therefore, is consistent.  In 
considering this testing chapter, we remind ourselves of what James is not saying.  He is 
not claiming a person is made right with God by their own actions or deeds.  He is not 
even saying that faith requires to be supplemented by deeds in order to satisfy God.   
 
He is, however, saying that genuine faith and attendant works are inseparable.  Fenton 
Hort, a nineteenth century New Testament scholar, came to the helpful conclusion, “Not 
for faith plus works does St James plead, but for faith at work.” 
 
This particular section in James is the most controversial of all and as John Dickson 
pointed out, “In fact, in some circles, James 2:14-26 would be regarded as the most 
problematic portion of the entire New Testament.” 
 
Luther initially saw James contradicting Paul on the question of saving faith, but we need 
to recognise that he offers is a consistent, worked-out faith. 
 

We have never needed this more 
 
This balance of faith and action has a real place in our mission today.  If folks hear us 
speak of faith, they must see it in what we do. 
 
The two cannot be separated – for, if they are, then we cease to be alive.  Faith lives in 
the actions that flow from it and actions testify to the faith that speaks through them. 
 
James has an introductory question and a powerful punch-line in verses 14 and 17.  Good 
intentions, laced with spiritual talk, counts for nothing if it is not lived out with actions.  This 
is ‘lifeless’ faith. 
 
A number of years ago, I was asked to speak at a ‘men’s event’.  The theme I took was 
based on what I consider are some of the strongest words in the Bible, found in Matthew 
25:41-46, which comes at the conclusion of the parable of the sheep and goats.  Those 
labelled as goats did not see that caring for those who were hungry, thirsty, naked and in 
prison was to care for Christ himself.  Jesus says that the King in the parable will send 
them away into damnation. 
 
Following the service, a large gentleman came up, put his arm around me and said, 
“Brother, you got it wrong.  The brothers and sisters are the church, not the outsiders!”  I 
didn’t want to have a theological debate with him, but I was concerned that he had no 
apparent understanding that what we do has consequences – not only what we believe! 
 
Faith without works is bogus!  Real richness of life and faith comes when we hold our 
internal relationship with Jesus Christ alongside the outward working of faith. 
 
 
 


